
BLOG WRITING APPS FOR THE IPAD

Writing Kit is the app that makes blogging possible on the iPad, and is so good that even when I'm putting an article
together on my Mac, I still write it on the iPad.

Photogene If an image is more or less ready for posting, then it can be resized during upload. S-friendly times
, title, tags and categories. It even works with WordPress. Creative Writer This app is specifically designed for
writers who sometimes have troubles starting the work because of lack of ideas coming to mind. Also, it
works surprisingly well not just for casual writing, but for source code too. One of the trickiest parts of
self-publishing is creating a book that looks good. Allison Stadd , 1 year ago 4 min read 54 Shares Writing is a
deeply human art. All in all, writing in ghost on an iPad Pro is a pleasure, and allows you to focus on your
content and move through it with the smart keyboard easily. Include emoji icons and customized signatures.
How-To This is pretty much all you need to write and publish to the web. In iOS 8, use app extensions to
share content from any app. Its interface is a little bit ugly, and they could improve its usability a lot, but
generally speaking, it allows you to perfectly control the size of the images, by finely cropping and resizing
them to the pixel. Additionally, some plugins might present conflicts with some other plugins and cause
problems on your website. Ginger grammar checker Ginger software is an affordable alternative to
Grammarly. But for most posting, I use a combination of Blogsy and a browser view. Also, make sure to try
our iOS app on your iPhone and iPad. This is obviously a must. Writing Writing Kit Writing Kit is designed
for researching and writing at the same time. And white, just because I like it. Even to the point of completely
replacing your MacBook or laptop. It reminded me a little of the Scrivener fiction template. I hope that the
Beta editor will be improved so that I would be able to write completely from my iPad Pro. This list does not
just contain random words but carefully selected ones from movies, poems, and novels! Sponsored Links
Download 6. News Gathering Mail App Mail is my first stop of the day, usually after making a pot of coffee
and taking it back to bed. Click on that rectangle and upload your image. The browser lets you easily send
links back to the editor. And it works with an embarrassment of other apps including â€” you guessed it â€”
OmniFocus. When you come across an interesting piece of research, clip it into your Airstory library and tag
it. If you really want to blog professionally, I would not recommend you going for Medium or a free blogger
or WordPress account. Ghost has no native iOS App yet, but its web interface is perfectly usable on an iPad.
This first post discusses working on an iPad Pro for Bloggers. This workflow enables me to write while away
from my desk or while walking. I recommend outlining as a way of working for non-fiction writers who want
to increase their daily word-count. When you sign up, you get access to a community of self-publishing
professionals that are ready to work with you and on your book. Preview is great for catching typos, and
checking your leet HTML skillz. You can also email us at mobile-support automattic. From here you can just
click to edit the post in the built-in browser and add the text. Not a major problem here, but can be a deal
breaker for people without a technical background.


